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STRUCTURAL MECHANISM OF pyROELECTRtCtTy tN Z|NG|TE ZnO:
THE RELATION BETWEEN ANHARMONIC ASYMMETRIC THERMAL VIBRATIONS

AND THE PYROELECTRIC GOEFFICIENTS
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AssrRAcr however, able to obtain accurate data on the change
of tle dipole moment with temperature. This change,

The experimental value of the pyroelectric coefficient is called the pyroelectric coefficient, is composed of a
related to the thermal vibrations determined by Kihara & "primary" and a "secondary" part. The former can.
Donnay (1985). It predominantly depends on the effective not be rueasured directly because it requires a meas-
as_ymmetric anharmonic potentials of the Zn and O atoms, urement at constant strhn, which ne&ssitates thatwhich are inferred from their experimentally determined ;h; ,oi;;G krei at constant volume. The secon_asymmetric anharmonic temperature-factors' dary pyroelectric coefficient, on the other hand,
Keywords: pyroelectricity, anharmonic asymmetric ther- results from the change in dipole moment induced'mal 

vibrations, zinciie. by the non-zero piezoelectric coefficients and the
strain caused by thermal expansion; it is measurable.

In what follows, I shall show how it is possible
SotrtMalRs to correlate, on an atomic scale, the total pyroelec-

tric coefficient with the asymmetric anharmonic ther-
- La valeur exp6rimentale du coefficient pyroelectrique est mal vibrations determined by Kihara & Donnay

li6e aux vibrations thermiques dCtermindes par Kihara er (1985).
Donnay (1985). Elle ddpend de fagon pr6dominante des
potentiels asym6triques et anharmoniques des atomes de RESULTS pOn ZNOZn et O , qui sont d6duits des facteurs de tempdrature asy-
m€triques enharmoniques exp6rimentalement d€termin6s' Heiland & Ibach (lg6Q measured the pyroelectric
Mots-clds: pyro€lectricite, vibrations thermiques asym6tri- coefficient at co^nstant stress for ZnO over the tem-

ques anharmoniques, zincite. perature lange from 9.7 Kto 420 K. They found it
to be proportional to the specific heat at constant

rnrnoouc-,o^r :i"ryf Tib9"3)ffi3:';tfff':TiYfi:;
C/(n:fK) at 473 K, a value obtained from the

- The preselce of a unique polar axis is a necessary eftrapoiation of their curve to 500 K. According to
but not sufficient condition for pyroelectric behavior Nye 1ifS1 the two types of pyroelectric coefficients
in a crystalline solid. zrncite Zno, which has a arl r"tatea by the equation
wurtzite-type structure, was chosen as a promising
compound because it is strongly pyroelectric, has p? = pi + cr,Eo cffi afu (l),only one positional parameter, and has previousiy
been studied both tleoretically and in the laboratory
(Table 6 in Kihara & Donnay 1985). Let us sum- where Pf are the total pyroelectric coefficients
marize the essential crystal-data: space group measured at constant-strain o, and Pf are the
P63mc; Z = 2i Zn and O occupy Wyckoff position primary coefficients, of are ttre thermal_expansion
?.b: (15, 2A, z); (2A, t/t, yz + e) with site syrnmetry 3n , coefficients at constant electric-field E, C,dil are the
where z of Zn is set equal to zero and e of O elastic constants at constant E and temp-erature T,
represents the positional parameter. The equd but di- are the piezoelectric coefficients at constant T,
oppositely pointing co-ordination polyhedra about and the repeated indices are summed from I to 3.
cations and anions are very slightly elongated at both Using the results of Tokarev et al, (1975) for ten-
293 and.473 K (Iable 5, Kihara & Donnay 1985). sors c and d, and of Kihara & Donnay [985, eq.(5)]

A pyroelectric crystal has a static electric dipoie for o, one finds that the secondary coefficient comes
moment. This dipole moment is usually cancelled by out to be -10 x l0{ C/(#g at room temperature.
stray charges from its environment, such as the dujt This result is in reasonable agreement with the meas-
particles which' as mineral-museum curators know ured value of Po, indicating that the one non-
only too well, tend to coat pyroelectric crystals in symmehy-constrained structual parameter in ZnO,
exhibit cases. With proper precautions, we are, namely the e co-ordinate of the oxygen atom, has
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the same value at T :293 K and T : 473 K (Table
3, 2-c model, Kihara & Donnay 1985).

Since the source of the electric dipole moment is
a separation of positive and negative charge, detailed
structural measurements should be able to account
for the observed pyroelectric coefficients. Such
detailed measurements must take the possible anhar-
monic asymmetric nature of thermal vibrations into
ascount, as was done by Kihara& Donnay (1985)
in their third-order-cumulant model. The existence
of these asymmetric anharmonic temperature-
factors, asymmetric ATF, is well documented both
theoretically (Scheringer 1985, Mair & Barnea 1975)
and experimentally (Whiteley et al. 1978, Zucker &
Schultz 1982). Using the e co-ordinates of Kihara &
Donnayll985, Table 3, 3-c model), their mean cell-
volume V for the temperature range of 293 6 n3K
(their Table l) and assuming a residual charge q of
0.5 e on the oxygen atom, we find for

Po = 2ql(zc)rt-@c)r21/ lY'1,r2(Tr-T)J A)

: -3.0 x lo{ e/(A2K)
: -48.0 x 10-6 C/(m2K).

The numerical agreement with the measured value
of -10 x 10-6 C/(m2K) at 383 K (Heiland & Ibach
1960 is poor, but the negative sign is correct. Ifthe
temperature-independent e co-ordinates of the 2-c
model had been used, i.e., the asymmetric ATF had
been ignored, a positive Po of 2.5 x l0{ C/(m2K)
would have been obtained.

The influence of symmetric ATF can be modeled
by an effective one-particle potential in w[ich each
atom vibrates at different levels for different tem-
peratures. Following the notation of Mair & Barnea
(1975), this potential can be written:

d r  "  . .  C I 3 r
V(x,Y,z) = V. + -' (x' - xY + Yz) + : z" +

9 r6y2 - *) + B2(x2 - xY + f)z + Bsd

Mair & Barnea (1975) used this potential formula to
obtain an expression for ATF that can be related to
the one obtained with the cumulant expansion proce-
dure (Kihara & Donnay 1985), provided the latter
terms are expanded as far as the linear term in cijk.
The following relations between the two sets of
coefficients are then obtained:

-9 fiaza3c c333
9,: n 

-FGTF

fu- -alfctt3

8rr3(kBT)'z

IJsing the cell dimensions a:3.?.49 and c : 5.204
A roi r =293K and with coefficients b1l and ck
taken from Kihara & Donnay (1985, Table 3),^we
obtain o, --5.52x 10-12 and o.z:S'Mx l0-r2A-2,
gr  :  0 .73)< lo- t2,  Az = 0.4t  x  to- t2,  9t :0.78 x
l0-r2 erg A-3. The above B values fall into the same
ranee as those reported by Whiteley et al. (1978) {or
CdSe, 0.30 x 10-12, and for Z;nS,0.67 x 10-r2erg A{
for room temperature.

The one-point potential model requires the B1
values to remain unchanged with change in temper-
ature. The data obtained at  T3KbyKihara& Don-
nay (1985) do not fulfill this requirement. Since their
reliability is dubious, however, we cannot claim that
they invalidate the one-point potential model.

With similar approximations to those used for cal-
culating the ATF, we can calculate the thermal
expansion using the relations grven in equations (3)
and (4). That is

_vg,,rr:!)_
.  k ' r
J*,. 

\B r 
dxrdx2dx3
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_ V(xr, xz, x:)

knT
dxtdxzdxl

(5)

Performing these integrals after linearizing e

- Yq*jl with respect to rhe B, we obtain
k"T

u" = V-t B'l{
27 ai

) . k s T  t "  ?  .
6 . :  _ -  1 !F ,  +  l 1 r l

v 3 a r c r  \ 3 ' '  2  ' '

and with the above^values, 6a: 1.8 x lOt T A and
6c = 1.3 x t0-5 T A, where T is the temperature in
Kelvin. Since there are two ZnO per cell, we obtain
a thelmal expansion along the c direction of 2.6 x
l0{ A/K. This value should be ggmpared with the
measured value of 2,2L9 x l0{ A/K. We conclude
that the cubic one-particle potential car account for
a major part of the thermal expansion in the c direc-
tion, even though it neglects the interatomic
couplings, which must exist.
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DIscUssIoN

The ideal 'harmonic crystal' is one in which atoms
interact via a potential that is a quadratic function
of the atomic displacements due to thermal motion.
Such a harmonic potential leads only to syrrmetric,
harmonic vibrations, which are correctly described
by the conventional ellipsoidal temperature-factors.
But we know, from elementary sotd-state physics
(Kittel 1971, p.218), that a harmonic crystal is an
unacceptable model for a real crystal since, for exam-
ple, a harmonic crystal cannot show any thermal
expansion. In real crystals a relationship between
pyroelectric coefficients and asymmetric thermal
vibrations should not surprise us: pyroelectric coeffi-
cients can have non-zero values only in crystals whose
space groups contain one unique polar axis; in such
space groups all Wyckoff positions may be associated
with asymmetric thermal coefficients. What is sur-
prising, however, is that as simple a model as given
by the effective one-particle potential leads to accept-
able agreement with experimental thermal expansion.
The author 1galizgs, of course, that the low preci-
sion of the refinement of thermal parameters of ZnO
makes the present results only semiquantitative. A
more accurate thermal refinement is being under-
taken by Dr. Kihara at the Photon Factory in
Tsukuba, Japan, so that we should soon be able to
address this issue usirig the improved data.

A factor that may then have to receive atlention
deals with the observed an{ statistically significant
difference of 0.014 I 0.001 A in bond lengths in ZnO
(Kihara & Donnay 1985, Table 5), with apical bonds
longer than basal bonds. The latter must be consi-
dered the more covalent ones, so that we expect
higher electron-density in the basal planes of the
ZnOa and ZnoO fietrahedra than in the inclined
planes, and that will affect the calculated intensities
of (35.f) and (07.f) given by Kihara & Donnay (1985,
Table 2). This effect of differential intensity becomes
less pronounced whereas the effect of ATF becomes
more pronounced when the angle of scattering is
increased. Thus, ahhough Kihara & Donnay (1985)
did not take the difference in bond-types into
account, their exclusive use of higher-order reflec-
tions in the electron-densityrefinement minimizes tlre
damage done.
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thermal parameters. The pyroelectric effect of tour-
maline was ascribed primarily to this O(l) atomic
group even though it has the highest site-symmetry,
3m, of any of the 13 Wyckoff positions that make
up the crystal structure of tourmaline. Abrahams and
coworkers (1979) took exception to this interpreta-
tion, and the present author has waited for the results
onZnO before defending Boguslawski's thesis. She
needed a noncentric thermal refinement of a simple
crystal-structure, which would shoW unequivocally
that there is a relation between atomic displacement
and pyroelectric behavior. With the proof at hand,
it appears superfluous to discuss the arguments of
Abrahams et al. (1979) in the literature.

In summary, the atomic movements that accom-
pany changes in temperature give rise to anharmonic
asymmetric temperatue-factors associated with one
or more atoms in the Wyckoff positions of a given
crystal-structure. These atomic displacements are
related to pyroelectric behavior of the crystal. Crys-
tals with large secondary pyroelectric coefficients are
therefore excellent candidates for the study of anhar-
monic thermal vibrations and, conversely, meaning-
ful structural refinements of pyroelectric crystals
must make use of anharmonic refinement of tenr-
perature factors, at least for the atoms that move
when the temperature is allowed to change. A pyro-
eleclric crystal, like tourmaline, that had its struc-
ture refined (four times for the four principal chem-
ical varieties: dravite, elbaite, schorl and buergerite)
should have its structure refined a1 least once again
with O(l) temperature factors not forced into ellip-
soidal shape.
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